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Abstract—Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) satellite images are
used increasingly more to observe the maritime environment,
but they sometimes experience image degradation caused by
interfering signals from external radars. Few on-ground radars
can cause Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) and the RFI
information can therefore increase domain awareness. Localizing
and characterizing RFI signals in the ocean might help classify
otherwise overlooked ships as, e.g., potential navy ships. In
this study, we detect and localize RFI signals automatically in
Sentinel-1 quick-look images. We localized several RFI signals
mid-sea believed to be caused by ship-borne air-surveillance
radars. This study shows that more information can be extracted
from certain detected objects, such as ships, from SAR images.

Index Terms—synthetic aperture radar (SAR), radio frequency
interference (RFI), deep learning, convolutional autoencoder,
anomaly classification and localization

I. INTRODUCTION

New surveillance methods applicable for maritime domain
awareness are essential for monitoring and controlling mar-
itime traffic safety, smuggling, invasion of foreign navy, and
more. Foreign navy, in particular, rarely broadcast, e.g., identi-
fication or location information. Non-cooperative surveillance
systems are therefore required.

Satellite-borne synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imaging sen-
sors have all-weather, all-hours imaging capabilities, and can
therefore be used to image, e.g., non-cooperative ships [1].
However, emitted pulses from external active radars with
similar center frequency as the SAR can cause interference in
the SAR images. This is called Radio Frequency Interference
(RFI) [2], [3] and is caused by, e.g., wireless communication
in the P- or L-band spectrum [4], by air-surveillance radars in
the C-band spectrum, or by mutual RFI (MRFI) between two
SAR satellites [5]–[7].

Reference. [8] analyzed the impact of RFI signals in SAR
ship detection, and concluded that RFI signals pose a serious
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threat in automatic ship detection algorithms. More impor-
tantly, knowing that a detected vessel carries, e.g., an air-
surveillance radar provides valuable information to decision
makers and gives important insights to the vessel characteris-
tics, i.e., tankers or fishing vessel do not carry air-surveillance
radars but navy ships might.

The few published studies of RFI signals in SAR images
focus on detecting images containing RFI signals [9], [10], or
to remove the RFI signal using different mitigation techniques
[11]–[14]. In particular, [9] implemented a global Sentinel-
1 RFI contaminated probability map by exploiting the noise
measurement of the rank echos in the level-0 Sentinel-1 data
[15]. References. [10], [16] implemented CNNs as supervised
binary classifiers in conjunction with local empirical thresh-
olds and find images with RFI signals without localizing the
signals. Most RFI deep learning algorithms in the literature are
supervised, and are thus heavily dependent on the manually
labeled training data or simulated data [10], [14], [16]–[19].
Reference. [20] detected and localized RFI signals using
location specific threshold- and tolerance-values applied on
a combination of the Sentinel-1 VV and VH polarizations by
assuming that a RFI was present in each analyzed image.

Localizing RFI signals in SAR images could therefore
enhance maritime domain awareness by increasing the amount
of detected non-cooperative ships and more importantly by
providing valuable information on the detected vessel.

In this study, we present an unsupervised RFI localization
method using deep learning. RFI signals mid-ocean can be
caused by, e.g., air-surveillance radars on-board ships. Local-
izing the RFI signal can therefore be valuable in increasing
maritime domain awareness.

II. METHOD AND MATERIALS

Anomalies were detected in Sentinel-1 quick-look images
with an unsupervised convolutional autoencoder whereafter
the anomalies were localized and classified as RFI signals.



A. RFI in Sentinel-1

A RFI signal is an external contribution, PI , caused by an
external radar with a similar center frequency, emitting a signal
towards the receiving SAR antenna. The total received signal,
Pr is then given by

Pr = Prs + PN + PI , (1)

where PN is the noise contributions and Prs is the contribution
of the received signal from the transmitted SAR signal.

RFI signals originating from an external radar, PI , using
a different pulse modulation that the Sentinel-1 satellite will
not be compressed in the range direction of the Sentinel-1
image and may even be extended beyond their original length,
dependent on the RFI pulse modulation. A RFI will therefore,
for the Interferometric Width (IW) operational mode extent
for one or more swaths in the range direction. In the azimuth
direction, an RFI pulse from a single echo is a delta function,
and will thus be smeared over all focused image lines to which
the RFI-affected pulse contributes.

B. Convolutional Autoencoders (CAE)

In an autoencoder, a model is trained to reconstruct the
original input by parameterizing the input, x, into a latent
space, z. For a good z, the autoencoder learns how to
reconstruct a noise-free sample and can therefore be used to
automatically and unsupervised find anomalies by comparing
a single input xm with the reconstructed x̂m, i.e., a sample
is anomalous when xm ̸≈ x̂m. An autoencoder finds all
anomalies in the data, but does not classify the type of anomaly
as, e.g., an RFI signal.

An encoder maps an input, xm into a smaller latent space,
zm, as

gϕ : xm ∈ Rd(x) → zm ∈ Rd(z), (2)

where the latent space dimension is smaller than the input
dimension, i.e., d(z) ≪ d(x). A decoder then makes a
reconstruction, x̂m, of the original input

qθ : zm ∈ Rd(z) → x̂m ∈ Rd(x). (3)

The objective of a convolutional autoencoder (CAE) is to
reconstruct an input array using convolutional operations. For
d(z) ≈ d(x), a CAE likely overfit the training data and make
a perfect reconstruction of the training images. Conversely, a
too small d(z) does not allow for the decoder to reconstruct
an image.

C. Dataset

334 ascending Sentinel-1 quick-look images were acquired
from a region near Japan using Alaskan Satellite Facility
(ASF) DAAC and processed by ESA. The images were divided
into a training-set consisting of 219 RFI-free images and
a testing-set consisting of 115 either RFI-affected and RFI-
free images. The CAE could not reconstruct the large-scale
spatial structure of the RFI and the quick-look resolution were
therefore sufficient for both RFI detection and localization.

All images were normalized with the min-max normal-
ization using the values from the training data and center-
cropped to the same size of 340x500x2, where the last channel
corresponds to the VV and VH polarizations. Figure 1 shows
a subset of the testing data with the VV polarization (left)
and VH polarization (right). Some RFI signals are very visible
(top), while some are not (bottom). We see that the RFI signals
are elongated in range direction at the length of a swath, and
that the azimuth extent are on the order of 3-5 km, as explained
in Section II-A.

Fig. 1. Subset of the test data with (top): a very visible RFI signal
and (bottom): a less visible RFI. (left): VV polarization, and (right): VH
polarization.

D. CAE reconstruction

The CAE model was implemented using Tensorflow 2.10
and is described in Figure 2. Each layer was followed by a
batch normalization and the first 2 layers of the encoder were
likewise followed by a max-pooling layer. The loss function
for the reconstruction error, L, was defined using the struc-
tural similarity measure (SSIM) by maximizing the perceptual
similarity between x and x̂, applied on each polarization and
averaged [21], [22]:

L(x, x̂) = 1−

(
(2xx̂+ C1)(2sxx + C2)

(x2 + x̂2 + C1) + (s2x + s2x̂ + C2)

)
, (4)

where C1 and C2 are added to avoid numerical instability.
Consequently, x̂ ≈ x for L(x, x̂) → 0 and x̂ ̸≈ x for
L(x, x̂) → 1. A batch size of 6 was used with a reducing
learning rate with the Adam optimizer.

1) RFI classification and localization: Only large scale
anomalies were found where x̂ ̸≈ x and RFI signals were
classified by exploiting the elongation of the signals in range
direction.

A heat map, Hm for image xm, was made using a SSIM
running kernel of size 10x30, showing regions with large
reconstruction errors in image xm. Large pixel-wise anoma-
lies, Aj,k

m = |xj,k
m − x̂j,k

m | where then found in regions
with large reconstruction errors, i.e., where Hj,k

m > 0.15
and thereby removing small, insignificant local reconstruction
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Fig. 2. Diagram of the Convolutional Autoencoder (CAE) reconstruction model.

errors. Elongated anomalies were found in a score-map, Si,
calculated from the sum of errors in Ai in image patches
of size 30x163, effectively divided column-wise into three
swaths similar to the swaths of the Sentinel-1 satellites and
row-wise to determine approximately which burst the RFI was
located in. RFI anomalies were defined where Sj,k

m > 25. Such
that if the sum of a single ”burst” in a single ”swath” had
a reconstruction error larger than 25, it is defined as a RFI
anomaly, independent on both geographical region or location.

III. RESULTS

The CAE was trained on a Nvidia Tesla v100 32 GB GPU
and used to reconstruct the original SAR images whereafter
the RFI anomalies were found by analyzing the elongated
reconstruction errors.

A. CAE reconstruction

Figure 3 illustrates the total reconstruction error of all the
training and testing images, inferred from the model with the
lowest validation loss. The testing reconstruction errors were
higher due to the RFI-affected SAR images, and were not
caused by an overfitting of the training images. However, since
the CAE was unsupervised it could not, by the reconstruction
error alone, be verified if the high reconstruction errors were
due to RFI signals or from other anomalies.

In Figure 4 we see a RFI affected image with (top left) the
VH polarization, (top right) the VV polarization, and (bottom)
the corresponding reconstructions. For the VV polarization,
we see how the ocean state was somewhat reconstructed, with
high and low intensity regions preserved, see, e.g., top left
and bottom right of the VV images. Likewise, for the VH
polarization, we see that the RFI signal was not reconstructed.
The CAE thus reconstructed the normality of the scene, but
not the RFI signal.

B. RFI localization

Figure 5 illustrates the localized RFI signals in four images
from the same region. Our method detected RFI signals at

Fig. 3. Training and testing reconstruction error. A high reconstruction error
corresponds to images not well reconstructed, possibly stemming from a RFI
signal.

Fig. 4. (left): VH polarizations, (right): VV polarizations with (top): the
original inputs and (bottom): the reconstructions.



varying locations at sea, i.e., none of the RFI signals were
geographically stationary in time. Moreover, the RFI signals
in Figure 5 were only visible in the VH polarizations, as in
the bottom of Figure 1.

Fig. 5. Localized RFI signals in different VH polarized SAR images.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we localize RFI signals in Sentinel-1 GRD
quick-look images using an unsupervised CAE and a global
RFI-optimized localization thresholds. The CAE reconstructs
the RFI-free regions in the images while the RFI-affected
regions have large reconstruction errors. Using the reconstruc-
tion errors, we find all anomalies in the images whereafter
we classify them as RFI anomalies using a global threshold
applied to sub-regions corresponding to specific bursts in the
images.

Prior work has found RFI signal in Sentinel-1 level-0 data.
However this is highly computational. Conversely, finding
RFI in, e.g., quick-look images reduces the needed compu-
tational power. Reference. [20] localized RFI signals in few
images using a manual threshold-based method. However,
static threshold methods are not generalizable and thresholds
must be found empirically for every region and cannot be
used for images under varying geographical or environmental
conditions. Our method is unsupervised and employs a global
threshold and can therefore be applied on other regions,
assuming a RFI-free training-set is available. There is no need
for local, manually derived thresholds. Moreover, instead of
creating a training-set of SAR images containing RFI signals,
we use a training-set without RFI signals. Furthermore, our
method can both determine if a RFI signal is present and
localize the RFI signal in the SAR image. The method can
therefore be used to monitor both the activity and movement
of RFI signals.

The RFI signals are caused by external radars, and by
localizing them we gain insights into the location of the
external radars. In the ocean it is highly likely that the RFI
signals are caused by either air-surveillance radars or C-band
SAR MRFI. The MRFI locations can be inferred using the

known orbits of the SAR satellites. Even if the orbits are
unknown, MRFI often have periodical structures in the entire
images [5]. Furthermore, most of the localized RFI signals
are only present in the VH polarization thereby insinuating
that the signals were emitted directly to the satellite by a
horizontally polarized radar. Historically, both weather radars
and air-surveillance radars use horizontally polarized radars.

Occasionally, the localized RFI signals show periodical
structures in the range direction. This might be caused by
varying pulse repetition frequencies of the external radars
within the sensing time of the SAR images, often seen for air-
surveillance radars trying to avoid the blind-speed problem.
Some of the localized RFI signals are therefore believed to
originate from ship-based air-surveillance radars. The locations
of the RFI signals might therefore providing valuable infor-
mation on where possible ships using air-surveillance radars
are located.
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